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DDE bearing on the way in which moral principles of this sort can be seen to function helpfully in moral
reflection.”
“The purpose of this note is to tidy up some matters concerning ascriptions of intention and the
employment of the doctrine of double effect (henceforth DDE). I first argue that Jonathan Bennett’s efforts
to show that DDE is a foolish doctrine are unsatisfactory. I then consider a puzzle of Mark Johnston’s that
seems to pose a problem for the defender of DDE. I turn to possible solutions to the puzzle, criticize one,
and then offer the one I find most appealing. I then show how my proposal for employing DDE enables it to
make some distinctions between courses of conduct without issuing foolish pronouncements about moral
permissibility.”
“Philosophers from Hart to Lewis, Johnston and Bennett have expressed various degrees of reservation
concerning the doctrine of double effect. A common concern is that, with regard to many activities that
double effect is traditionally thought to prohibit, what might at first look to be a directly intended bad effect
is really, on closer examination, a directly intended neutral effect that is closely connected to a foreseen bad
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effect. This essay examines the extent to which the commonsense concept of intention supports a
reasonably consistent and coherent application of double effect. Two important conclusions are these: (1) a
number of traditionally proscribed activities involve a kind of “targeting” of innocents that can be taken to
exhibit a direct intention to harm them; (2) a direct intention to harm need not involve a desire to harm in
any ordinary sense of the latter expression.”
“The subject of this article is the principle of double effect as employed in commonsense moral judgment
and roman catholic moral theology. I explicate the distinction between the direct and the indirect
production of bad effects, and defend its moral relevance (along with that of the distinction between
producing a bad effect and refraining from preventing it) against the strictures of Jonathan Bennett and
others.”
“The author’s aim is the re-interpretation of the moral relevance between direct and indirect action, and of
the related principle of double effect. He evaluates critically the arguments of several authors who tend to
minimize its importance in favor of some type of rule-utilitarianism. The principle of double effect is viewed,
rather, as an important second-level principle on the tangible level of actions, a principle which mediates a
more fundamental hierarchical distinction between dignity-values and welfare-values. The author retains
the notion of intrinsically evil action but in a weaker sense than that of the tradition. Avoiding the question
of the justification of theoretical absolutes, he views moral education as requiring the retention of certain
practically exceptionless norms of action.”
Preface. 1. Introductory Remarks: We Never Do Just One Thing. Part I: The Doctrine of Double Effect. 2.
Definitions First: Classic Formulations of the Doctrine. 3. Back to the Beginning: Aristotle, Aquinas and the
Origins of Double Effect. Part II: Double Effect in Theory. 4. The Trolley Problem. 5. An Experimental
Approach to the Permissibility of Killing One to Save Five. 6. A Theoretical Problem with Double Effect:
Closeness. 7. Kamm, Kant, and Double Effect. Part III: Double Effect in Practice. 8. The Classic Application of
Double Effect: Collateral Damages. 9. An Experimental Approach to the Distinction between Intending and
Merely Foreseeing. 10. Bioethical Applications: The Example of Embryo Loss and Stem Cell Research. 11.
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What Shall I Do? The Doctrine Cannot Tell Us How We May Permissibly Act. 12. Concluding Remarks:
Responsibility, Character and Mends. Notes. Bibliography. Index.
“Joseph Boyle raises important questions about the place of the double-effect exception in absolutist moral
theories. His own absolutist theory (held by many, but not all, Catholic moralists), which derives from the
principles that fundamental human goods may not be intentionally violated, cannot dispense with such
exceptions, although he rightly rejects some widely held views about what they are. By contrast, Kantian
absolutist theory, which derives from the principle that lawful freedom must not be violated, has a corollary
– that it is a duty, where possible, to coerce those who try to violate lawful freedom – which makes
superfluous many of the double effect exceptions Boyle allows. Other implications of the two theories are
contrasted. Inter alia, it is argued that, in Boyle’s theory, that a violation of a fundamental human good can
be viewed as a cost proportionate to a benefit obtained, cannot yield a double-effect exception to the
prohibition of intentionally violating that good, because paying a cost cannot be unintentional.”
“The birth of conjoined twins in 1993 garnered extensive media coverage when the girls were separated,
resulting in the death of one twin immediately and the other's nine months later. The cost and experimental
nature of the surgery focused attention on ethical issues in neonatalogy and caused society to weigh the
fairness of expensive treatments with little probable benefit. By utilizing the principle of double-effect, the
author assesses the ethical ramifications of this controversial case.”
“I argue, against Geddes (“On the intrinsic wrongness of killing innocent people,” Analysis, 33.3), that some
connections between what I do to a person and his death are such that, even if we can describe my action,
as desired, in a way that does not refer to his death, I cannot deny that I intend it: that the distinction
between logical and contingent connections in human action is not so clear, nor the range of logical
connections so narrow, as is often supposed: and that the problematic nature of the distinction should
make us look again at doctrines, like that of double-effect, which depend on it.”
“I argue that Hanink’s account of the principle of double effect (“Some light on double effect,” “Analysis”,
volume 35, number 5) is inadequate, and rests on the mistaken assumption that the criteria for
distinguishing acts from each other, intention from foresight, acting from refraining, can be specified
independently of any moral perspective. I try to indicate the way to a better understanding of these
distinctions, and the essential features of the kind of absolutist morality which invokes them – its concern
with “agency”, with “transcendent values”, and with “limits” on human action. I illustrate these points by a
brief discussion of suicide.”
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“I discuss a significant distinction between two different applications of the principle of double effect. It
serves sometimes to distinguish the intended effects of an action from side-effects which are “relevant” to
it, as providing reasons against it, for which the agent must admit responsibility, and of which he is the
intentional agent; and sometimes to distinguish intended effects from side-effects which are “irrelevant” to
the action, as to which the agent denies responsibility and intentional agency.”
“Because sin is anything that turns our heart from God, sins are both voluntary and involuntary. As a
consequence, double effect can only be adequately understood in a Christian context in which it is
recognized that, even when evil is not willed, our involvement in its causation can still mar our hearts. The
acknowledgement of involuntary sins resituates double effect so that the traditional Christian concern with
spiritual harm and healing can be maintained. In this way, one can overcome the underdeveloped Western
theological appreciation of double effect, which ignores the effect on the heart of causing evil.”
“I defend English judicial rulings that undesired results may be intended, and results foreseen as certain
may yet be not intended. To do so, I distinguish systematically between free choice and spontaneity,
between rational and subrational motivations, and between moral norms which bear on intent and moral
norms which bear on foreseen side effects. I criticise various well-known arguments of Glanville Williams.
Against Anscombe’s critique of the “doctrine of double effect” I deploy thoughts she proposed in her book
Intention. A final section seeks to identify the moral rationale for the difference between intention and sideeffects.”
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“At the heart of the doctrine of double effect (DDE) is the claim that intentions can be relevant to an act’s
permissibility. Rachels, Thomson, and others reject this claim on the grounds that it makes an act’s
permissibility turn on facts about particular agents’ characters, with absurd results. I argue that this
objection is based on a fundamental and persistent misunderstanding of the way the concept of intention
figures into the DDE. Using a type/token distinction, I offer a proper formulation of the DDE that avoids the
objection, and illustrates its plausible application.”
“The Doctrine of Double Effect (DDE) is an influential non-consequentialist principle positing a role for
intention in affecting the moral permissibility of some actions. In particular, the DDE focuses on the
intend/foresee distinction, the core claim being that it is sometimes permissible to bring about as a
foreseen but unintended side-effect of one’s action some harm it would have been impermissible to aim at
as a means or as an end, all else being equal. This article explores the meaning and application of the DDE
along with current debates over the nature of the intend/foresee distinction and its moral significance. How
is the line between intended effects and merely foreseen but unintended side-effects to be drawn, and how
are problem cases best handled? What is an appropriate methodology for debating the tenability of the
DDE? How might the DDE interact with other non-consequentialist principles, and how might it be modified
to capture other related factors (resulting perhaps in a Doctrine of Triple Effect) or to avoid certain problem
cases? Does the DDE make permissibility turn on the actual intentions of particular agents, as critics such as
Thomson and Scanlon assume, or is the role of intention more abstract? ”
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“My interest is in two of the four conditions which must be satisfied if the doctrine of double effect is to be
successfully employed. One of these involves the distinction between direct and oblique intention, and I
deny that this distinction is the index of character or goodness adherents to the doctrine take it to be.
Rather, I emphasize the notion of “control responsibility”, in considering several cases around which
discussion of the doctrine has focused. I develop this notion, in the course of rejecting several attempts to
render it superfluous, and then sustain it, in the face of a possible rival. Finally, I consider a second condition
of the doctrine, one which turns upon the view that the order of causation between an evil and a good
effect of an act is morally significant, and I suggest that this view is mistaken.”
“I respond to criticisms posed by Robert Holmes against moral views that allow the rightness or wrongness
of any agent’s performing an action of a certain type to hinge on the intentions with which she acts. (Many
of these criticisms are directed against the “principle” or “doctrine” of double effect, so my paper
constitutes an indirect defense of some elements of that much-controverted form of reasoning.) I show
“inter alia” that it is question-begging to maintain that such views violate norms against permitting
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insignificant distinctions to make a moral difference, irrelevant to insist that intentions are not parts of
actions, and implausible to claim that appeal to intentions is vacuous at the practical level.”
“This article treats recent bioethical discussions of double effect reasoning (DER), offering a summary
account of DER and construing it as rooted in a sensible view of what is central to someone’s identity as a
moral agent. It then treats objections raised in recent years by Judith Thomson, Alison McIntyre, and
Frances Kamm against familiar ways of applying DER to certain controversies within medical ethics,
especially, that over physician-assisted suicide. After detailing, interpreting, and attempting to rebut the
challenges from these philosophers, who are especially interesting because their criticisms of DER come
from allies in DER’s struggle against consequentialist reasoning, the essay engages DER’s contribution to a
recent dispute over treatment of patients in what is called ‘persistent vegetative state.’ Near its end, the
paper sketches several possible points of entry to DER and sources of justification for it. The essay concludes
by indicating a connection between these paths and its opening idea of moral identity.”
“By considering certain examples, this article attempts to show (a) that (contrary to Jonathan Bennett’s
arguments) the principle, ‘it would always be wrong to kill an innocent person, whatever the consequences
of not doing so’ does not apply to all cases of the voluntary killing of the innocent, provided that this
principle presupposes the principle of double effect, and (b) that (contrary to G. E. M. Anscombe’s
assumptions) this principle does not entail anything about what it is impermissible to do. Thus (a) the
principle applies only to intentionally killing an innocent person for its own sake or as a means to some end
and (b) doing something that is always wrong could be morally justifiable, including intentionally killing an
innocent person.”
“The distinction between active voluntary euthanasia (a procedure which terminates life at a patient's
request) and passive voluntary euthanasia (withholding or withdrawing treatment) can no longer be
sustained. The principle of “double effect” is ethically meaningless. We now use indirect and often harmful
methods to obtain goals that we should pursue directly. Physician assisted suicide (voluntary active
euthanasia) should be legalized and medicalized so that practices can be regulated and further recourse to
self- help methods (handguns, plastic bags and illegally acquired drugs) can be avoided.”
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“Defenders of categorically exceptionless rights sometimes rely on a principle of double effect to maintain
their position. But critics of a principle of double effect charge that it admits sophistical solutions to many
moral dilemmas. I try to meet this criticism (1) by offering a more precisely formulated principle of double
effect than its critics usually consider and (2) by showing that this formulation need not lead to sophistical
normative judgments. In sketching my tentative defense of a principle of double effect I indicate the
importance of a carefully worked out theory of act individuation.”
“In our challenging times individuals in military services may find themselves in the position of being called
to contribute to a war whose overall justice they personally find morally suspect, or about which they have
moral qualms. The right course of action in this situation can be a serious dilemma. Applying the principle of
double effect to this dilemma recognizes essential state responsibility for war, but does not discount the
soldier’s personal moral responsibilities or individual will. This novel application of the principle of double
effect treats damage produced by participating in a questionable war as a side-effect of pursuing other –
clearly justifiable – intentions. The just war tradition already uses the principle of double effect when
weighing the permissibility of individuals’ acts in war, such as choosing bombing targets. The proposal here
is to evaluate the decision to contribute to the war effort at all. This adaptation of the classic just war
principle of double effect can be used to justify some – but not all – individual participation when a war's
state-level justification is suspect.”
“According to the doctrine of double effect (DDE), there is a morally significant difference between harm
that is intended and harm that is merely foreseen and not intended. It is not difficult to explain why it is bad
to intend harm as an end (you have a “bad attitude” toward that harm) but it is hard to explain why it is bad
to intend harm as a means to some good end. If you intend harm as a means to some good end, you need
not have a “bad attitude” toward it. I distinguish two ways in which you can treat something that is your
chosen means to your ends. You can pursue your ends directly, and treat X as a mere means that you
pursue for the sake of your end. Or you can pursue your ends indirectly, and treat X as a “plan-relative end”
that you pursue for its own sake. I argue that much of the time we pursue our ends indirectly, and treat our
means as plan-relative ends. There are significant analogies between intending harm as an end, and
intending harm as a plan-relative end. So, under certain circumstances, it is morally worse to intend harm as
a means or an end than to foresee bringing about the same amount of harm.”
“The difficulty of distinguishing between the intended and the merely foreseen consequences of actions
seems to many to be the most serious problem for the doctrine of double effect. It has led some to reject
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the doctrine altogether, and has left some of its defenders recasting it in entirely different terms. I argue
that these responses are unnecessary. Using Bratman’s conception of intention, I distinguish the intended
consequences of an action from the merely foreseen in a way that can be used to support the doctrine of
double effect.”
“The principle of double effect is often used in bioethics as a tool to evaluate significant cases in obstetrics
and gynecology. In this article the author, a Catholic priest, presents and interprets St. Thomas Aquinas’s
delineation of the principle and discusses several classical applications, namely, to hysterectomy during
pregnancy, ectopic pregnancy, and craniotomy. He explains the medical anatomy and physiology of the
conjoined Maltese twins, Jodie and Mary, and then examines the arguments of four moralists on their
separation. He concludes by arguing that the principle morally justified the surgical separation of Jodie and
Mary.”
“The ethical doctrine of double effect permits health care professionals to administer potentially fatal
medication, provided that their intentions are purely to control symptoms. In this article, the legal status
and scope of the doctrine will be analysed, and it will be argued that the law in this context is unclear,
incoherent and partial in its application. The problems are not exclusively legal in nature, however, because
health professionals have been critical both of the doctrine itself and of the lawyers’ understanding of the
concept. It will be concluded that clarification and appropriate enforcement are needed if the doctrine and
the law are to retain credibility.”
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“William Cooney has recently argued (The Journal of Applied Philosophy, Vol. 6, pp. 201–204) that the social
programme of affirmative action, though controversial, can be supported by the doctrine of double effect in
that, according to the doctrine, responsibility falls on the side of intended consequences and not on that of
unintended consequences. The point of affirmative action is to include certain disadvantaged groups; it is
not to exclude other groups, though this is an inevitable and foreseeable by-product. In this article I
contend that Cooney’s argument ignores two important conditions of the doctrine of double effect; namely,
that the good which results from the intended effect must be at least commensurate with the harm that
results from the unintended effect; and, that the intended good effect is causally separate from the
unintended harmful effect. Any use of the doctrine which neglects these conditions leads to morally
problematic cases. Further, once we take the conditions into account, we have good reason to think that
the doctrine of double effect has no relevance to the affirmative action debate.”
“In her often-reprinted article “A Defense of Abortion,” Judith Jarvis Thomson uses a series of analogies to
defend her conclusion, the most famous of which is the familiar violinist analogy. One can unplug oneself
from the violinist without doing something that is morally impermissible. So, too, a pregnant woman can
justifiably “unplug” herself from the human fetus, even if the human being in utero is, like the violinist, fully
a person. In other words, the human fetus may have a right to life, but this right to life does not include the
right to make use of a woman’s body. A woman has the right to disconnect herself from the human fetus,
and this does not violate the fetus's right to life, even if such disconnection ends the fetus's life. In this
essay, I will raise one classic objection to this line of argument, examine a rejoinder to this objection from
David Boonin’s book A Defense of Abortion, and finally offer a counter-rebuttal to Boonin.”
“The Doctrine of Double Effect and the Principle of Do No Harm raise important theoretical and practical
issues, some of which are discussed by Boyle, Donagan, and Quinn. I argue that neither principle is correct,
and some revisionist, and probably nonabsolutist, analysis of constraints on action and omission is
necessary. In making these points, I examine several approaches to deflection of threat cases, discuss an
argument for the permissibility of voluntary euthanasia, and present arguments relevant to medical
contexts which justify intentionally harming some to aid others, with and without the consent of those
harmed.”
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“In this article I am concerned with whether it could be morally significant to distinguish between doing
something “in order to bring about an effect” as opposed to “doing something because we will bring about
an effect.” For example, the doctrine of double effect (DDE) tells us that we should not act in order to bring
about evil, but even if this is true is it perhaps permissible to act only because an evil will, thus, occur? I
discuss these questions in connection with a version of the so-called trolley problem known as the loop
case. I also consider how these questions may bear on whether a rational agent must aim at an event which
he believes is causally necessary to achieve an end he pursues.”
“In a recent edition of the journal Philosophy, Sophie Botros asserts that modern ethical theorists have
badly misunderstood the role of the Doctrine of Double Effect, turning it into a device by which to prohibit
actions which are deemed impermissible; whereas the true function of the Doctrine is rather one of
justifying actions. In my reply, I argue that Dr Botros has misunderstood the Doctrine: that its ‘prohibitive’
and its ‘justificatory’ roles are merely two sides of the same coin, since its function is to decide for a given
action whether it is permissible or impermissible. Furthermore, Dr Botros has misconstrued the essential
contribution of the DDE is not the balancing of good results against bad ones, but the quite different
position that the crucial moral distinction is between intended and merely foreseen results.”
“A reply to Haig Katchadourian’s “Is the principle of double effect morally acceptable?” (“Int Phil Quart”, 28,
21-30), this article argues that the principle derives its meaning from a deontological ethics. In that ethics
where deontologically grounded absolute prohibitions are accepted, the principle is morally acceptable. The
principle can only be understood in an ethics where an “object” can have moral significance independent of
any circumstances or intention.”

von Rosalind Hursthouse, Gavin Lawrence und Warren Quinn, Oxford, S.
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“In an article of 1967 Philippa Foot rejected the principle of double effect. Later, in 1985, she accepted it
and used it as a reason for the rejection of consequentialism. However, she did not give adequate reasons
for her conversion. This article offers a fuller argument in favor of the principle.”
“The article presents and argues against three related formulations of the principle of double effect in the
literature. The principle’s basic formulation places four restrictions on the permissibility of acting when
some of the consequences of one's action are evil. These are (1) the act is not intrinsically evil, (2) the good
consequences are not the effect of the evil consequences, but (3) are commensurate with them, and (4) are
alone intended. The principle’s second formulation replaces premise (3) with a foreseeability condition. If
supplemented with the condition that the intended good must outweigh the act's unintended but forseen
byproduct, as well as with a sixth, complex condition, the second formulation is transformed into the third,
most plausible formulation.”
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“This response proceeds in three sections, each focusing on the role of cases in understanding the principle
of double effect. The first section asks about the relationship between the principle and its cases: Does the
principle authorize the cases or do the cases authorize the principle? To illustrate the latter claim's
plausibility, certain aspects of the articles by Aulisio, Berkman and Odozor are highlighted. Section two uses
the cases of bombing in warfare and self-defense to explain reservations Mennonites are likely to harbor
about the principle. The third section focuses on a medical case to show why a concern for virtue must
attend to the principle's distinction between what is intended and what is merely foreseen.”
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Effects, American Journal of Jurisprudence 62, S. 231–51.63
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“On the strict view of intention, one intends only what is included in the plan of action or proposal adopted
by choice. According to broader views of intention what one intends includes that plus some known
features of the selected physical action that are not included in the proposal adopted by choice. I defend
the strict view of intention, reply to important recent objections to it from Steven Jensen, Alexander Pruss
and Luke Gormally, and examine concrete applications in light of those different views of intention.”
“Modern warfare cannot be conducted without civilians being killed. In order to reconcile this fact with the
principle of discrimination in just war theory, the principle is applied through the doctrine of double effect.
But this doctrine is morally inadequate because it is too permissive regarding the risk to civilians. For this
reason, Michael Walzer has suggested that the doctrine be supplemented with what he calls the idea of
double intention: combatants are not only to refrain from intending to harm civilians; they are also to take
precautions to reduce risk to civilians, even at the expense of increasing risk to themselves. The article
develops the idea of double intention by addressing two questions: What does it mean to intend to reduce
civilian risk, and how much should civilian risk be reduced? The results of this discussion are then used to
consider a moral issue that arises in technologically asymmetric warfare, namely, the extent to which the
use of precision-guided munitions, which allow more accurate targeting, can by itself bear the moral burden
imposed by the principle of discrimination.”
“I first consider and reject two common arguments for the moral significance of the principle of double
effect’s direct/indirect distinction. I then present an argument against PDE viewed as a principle for “the
rightness evaluation of actions.” Finally, I consider the possibility of interpreting the principle of double
effect as a principle for the “virtue-evaluation of agents.””
“Paul Ramsey has argued that the rule of double effect is morally significant because of the existence of
indeterminate choices between incommesurable values. I interpret his argument as the following
disjunctive syllogism. There are two sorts of principles we can appeal to in dealing with indeterminate
choices: the rule of double effect and a commensurate reason principle. The second does not work, so we
are left with the first. I respond, first, that this argument commits the fallacy of bifurcation and second, that
for all Ramsey has shown, and surprisingly, a commensurate reason principle can deal with indeterminate
choices.”
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“A major challenge to the Doctrine of Double Effect (DDE) is the concern that an agent’s intention can be
identiﬁed in such a ﬁne-grained way as to eliminate an intention to harm from a putative example of an
intended harm, and yet, the resulting case appears to be a case of impermissibility. This is the so-called
‘‘closeness problem.’’ Many people believe that one can address the closeness problem by adopting Warren
Quinn’s version of the DDE, call it DDE*, which distinguishes between harmful direct agency and harmful
indirect agency. In this paper, I ﬁrst argue that Quinn’s DDE* is just as vulnerable to the closeness problem
as the DDE is. Second, some might think that what we should therefore do is give up on intentions
altogether and move towards some kind of non-state-of-mind, victim-based deontology. I shall argue
against this move and explain why intentions are indispensable to an adequate nonconsequentialist theory.
Finally, I shall propose a new way of answering the closeness problem.”
“In what circumstances are we justified in taking one person’s life to save others? This paper discusses the
distinction between three possible policies: maximising, minimising, and absolutist (section 1); the
distinction between positive and negative duties (section 2); the distinction between killing and letting die,
or more generally between doing and allowing (section 3); and the distinction between direct and indirect
killing (section 4). A case is made for a modified, non-absolutist version of the principle of double effect. The
crucial wrong is the infringement of autonomy involved in using one person’s life as a means to saving
others.”
In Vacco v. Quill, 521 U.S. 793 (1997), the Supreme Court for the first time in American case law explicitly
applied the principle of double effect to reject an equal protection claim to physician-assisted suicide.
Double effect, traced historically to Thomas Aquinas, proposes that under certain circumstances it is
permissible unintentionally to cause foreseen “evil” effects that would not be permissible to cause
intentionally. The court rejected the constitutional claim on the basis of a distinction marked out by the
principle, i.e., between directly intending the death of a terminally ill patient as opposed to merely
foreseeing that death as a consequence of medical treatment. The Court held that the distinction “comports
with fundamental legal principles of causation and intent.” Id. at 802.
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Critics allege that the principle itself is intrinsically flawed and that, in any event, its employment in Vacco is
without legal precedent. I argue in response to contemporary objections that double effect is a valid
principle of ethical reflection (Part I); claims to the contrary notwithstanding, double effect analysis is a
pervasive, albeit generally unacknowledged principle employed regularly in American case law (Part II); and
drawing on the preceding two sections, Vacco's application of the principle of double effect is appropriate
(Part III).
My conclusion is that “[o]peration of some form of the principle, by whatever name, is inevitable. In an
imperfect world where duties and interests collide, the possibility of choices of action foreseen to have both
good and evil consequences cannot be avoided. In rare circumstances, ethics and the law require that a
person refrain from acting altogether. More often, however, they provide that a determination of whether
an actor may pursue a good effect although knowing it will or may unintentionally cause an harmful effect
requires a more complex analysis – a double effect analysis.”
“In this article, responding to assertions that the principle of double effect has no place in legal analysis, I
explore the overlap between double effect and negligence analysis. In both, questions of culpability arise in
situations where a person acts with no intent to cause harm but where reasonable foreseeability of
unintended harm exists. Under both analyses, the determination of whether such conduct is permissible
involves a reasonability test that balances that foreseeable harm against the good intended by the actor's
conduct. In both, absent a finding that the foreseeable harm is unreasonable in light of that intended good,
no liability will be imposed upon the actor.
Even conceding, however, such general similarity between double effect and negligence analysis –
disagreement over the proper interpretation of the reasonability criterion at play in negligence poses an
additional challenge for the attempt to correlate negligence with double effect.
Economic efficiency interpretations of negligence, for example, purportedly based on the Learned Hand
Formula and the RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF THE LAW OF TORTS, propose that culpability depends upon a
utilitarian balancing of good effects of conduct (utility) versus its harmful foreseeable consequences
(magnitude of risk of injury). Based on such an interpretation of negligence, however, contrasts between
actors’ states of mind, and normative differences between kinds of goods and harms, ultimately fade into
the background and become irrelevant as essential conditions for properly assessing liability.
This article elaborates and defends the view that double effect analysis lies at the heart of negligence
theory. Part I elucidates in more detail the principle of double effect and describes its prima facie operation
in negligence analysis. Part II considers and rejects the economic efficiency interpretation that has been
offered as a theory of negligence, overcoming the challenge that such an interpretation presents for the
effort to locate double effect analysis in the law. Part III illustrates and confirms the overlap between double
effect and negligence by consideration of a series of case applications.
The Article proposes that the weighing of conflicting values in double effect analysis and negligence is not
achieved – as proposed by law and economics theory with respect to negligence – by imposing a
consequentialist-utilitarian reduction of all value to a single concept of good and eliminating the relevance
of traditional state of mind distinctions between intention and foreseeability. Instead, each mode of
analysis recognizes that distinct culpability determinations flow naturally and plausibly from an appreciation
of the traditional legal distinctions made between various types of goods and harms, and upon whether
such goods and harms come about as result of an actor’s intention or mere foreseeability.”
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“Theoretical defenses of the principle of double effect (pde) due to Quinn, Nagel and Foot face severe
difficulties. But this leaves those of us who see something in the case-based support for the pde without a
way of accounting for our judgments. I argue that what I call the mismatch principle (mmp) does better
than the pde at accounting for our judgments and is also theoretically defensible. Where the pde explains
the cases in terms of intending harm, the mmp explains them in terms of a quite different feature of the
agent’s will.”
“The principle of double effect (PDE) requires that it be possible to make a distinction between foreseen
and intended consequences “prior” to making a judgement about the rightness or wrongness of an act. It is
then argued that a theory of intentionality is needed if one is to assess the significance of the principle. The
article sketches a theory proposed by Anthony Kenny and shows how this theory would support some but
not all of the judgements often associated with the use of the PDE. Finally it is argued that the link between
ascriptions of responsibility and intentionality cannot be drawn as closely as some writers on the PDE
suggest. Agents can be held responsible for the unintended consequences of their acts. (edited)“
“The U.S. Supreme Court's majority opinion in Vacco v. Quill assumes that the principle of double effect
explains the permissibility of hastening death in the context of ordinary palliative care and in extraordinary
cases in which painkilling drugs have failed to relieve especially intractable suffering and terminal sedation
has been adopted as a last resort. The traditional doctrine of double effect, understood as providing a
prohibition on instrumental harming as opposed to incidental harming or harming as a side effect, must be
distinguished from other ways in which the claim that a result is not intended might be offered as part of a
justification for it. Although double effect might appropriately be invoked as a constraint on ordinary
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palliative care, it is not clear that it can be coherently extended to justify such practices as terminal
sedation. A better approach would reconsider double effect's traditional prohibition on hastening death as
a means to relieve suffering in the context of acute palliative care.”
“The Doctrine of Double Effect has been challenged by the claim that what an agent intends as a means
may be limited to those effects that are precisely characterized by the descriptions under which the agent
believes that they are minimally causally necessary for the production of other effects that the agent seeks
to bring about. If based on so narrow a conception of an intended means, the traditional Doctrine of Double
Effect becomes limitlessly permissive. In this paper I examine and criticize Warren Quinn's attempt to
reformulate the Doctrine in such a way that it retains its force and plausibility even if we accept the narrow
conception of an intended means. Building on Quinn's insights, I conclude by offering a further version of
the Doctrine that retains the virtues of Quinn's account but avoids the objections to it.”
“By combining moral operators with other important revisions, Quinn and McMahan have come closer to a
satisfactory analysis of the DDE than anyone else. Nevertheless, I argue that both accounts are still faced
with problems of interpreting the idea of ‘involving’ a person as a means to our ends. I also show that the
arguments of Quinn and McMahan are important in suggesting how we can justify on other grounds many
of the judgments previously attributed to the DDE. (edited)”
“The doctrine of double effect has a firm, respected position within Roman Catholic medical ethics. In
addition, public debate often incorporates this doctrine when determining the acceptability of certain
actions. This essay examines and assesses the application of this doctrine to end-of-life decisions.”
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“The principle of double effect (PDE) appears to resolve a difficulty with non-consequentialist ethics in an
interesting way. The distinctions between the means of achieving an end and the effects of using that
means and between what a man intends and what he merely foresees to be the outcome of his action are
both necessary for the development of PDE and philosophically interesting. I contend that these distinctions
permit too much, that PDE renders morally outrageous acts permissible. This, I suggest, is due to the
resolute non-consequentialism of the PDE.”
“Recent discussions of the doctrine of double effect have contained improved versions of the doctrine not
subject to some of the difficulties of earlier versions. There is no longer one doctrine of double effect. This
essay evaluates four versions of the doctrine: two formulations of the traditional Catholic doctrine, Joseph
Boyle’s revision of that doctrine, and Warren Quinn’s version of the doctrine. I conclude that all of these
versions are flawed.”
“In a recent contribution to this journal, Patrick Tully criticizes my view that the doctrine of double effect
does not prohibit a pharmaceutical company from selling a drug that has potentially fatal side-effects and
that does not treat a life-threatening condition. Tully alleges my account is too permissive and makes the
doctrine irrelevant to decisions about selling harmful products. In the following paper, I respond to Tully’s
objections and show that he misinterprets my position and misstates some elements of the doctrine of
double effect. I also show how the doctrine constrains some decisions about marketing drugs with
potentially fatal side-effects.”
“I defend the doctrine of double effect and a so-called ‘strict’ definition of intention: A intends an effect if
and only if A has it as an end or believes that it is a state of affairs in the causal sequence that will result in
A's end. Following Kamm’s proposed ‘doctrine of triple effect’, I distinguish an intended effect from an
effect that motivates an action, and show that this distinction is morally significant. I use several contrived
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cases as illustrations, but my position does not depend on intuitive judgements about them. Instead, it
follows from the view that the moral permissibility of an action depends at least partly on how it forms the
agent’s character. I also respond to some objections presented by Harris, Bennett, McIntyre, Thomson and
Scanlon to the doctrine of double effect.”
“The author uses the central insight of the principle of double effect—that the distinction between intended
effects and foreseen side effects is morally significant – to distinguish contraception from natural family
planning (NFP). After summarizing the contralife argument against contraception, the author identifies
limitations of arguments presented by Pope John Paul II and by Martin Rhonheimer. To show that the
contralife argument does not apply to NFP, the author argues that agents do not intend every effect that
motivates their actions. This argument supplements the action theory of Germain Grisez, Joseph Boyle, John
Finnis, and other proponents of new natural law theory.”
“To many ethicists the Principle of Double Effect seems clearly Thomistic, even if they are unable to say why
this is so. I try to show that, although ST IIaeIIae.64.7 might seem promising as a Thomistic basis for this
principle, it is insufficient. There is, however, an indirect way to get from what Thomas says about selfdefense to a modern formulation of the principle. Perhaps modern medical ethicists are thus justified in
considering the principle at least broadly Thomistic. Finally, I suggest that the principle can be thought to
derive its force from the “Pauline Principle” that we should not do evil that good may come of it.”
“Humanitarian interventions aim at saving human lives, but they also take human lives. The death of
innocent people is an unintended but foreseen consequence of military actions. Can this be morally
justified? Those who argue from a deontological perspective and give an affirmative answer to this
question, point to the Principle of Double Effect (PDE). Others, also arguing from a deontological
perspective, nevertheless reject the PDE and give a negative answer to the above question. In this paper I
argue that an adequate interpretation of the PDE brings these two positions closer together. A
deontological (rather than the prevalent consequentialist) interpretation of the reference to proportionality
within the PDE should bring even the proponents of the PDE to an approximately pacifist position.”
“The article entitled “A critique of Bernard Haring’s applications of the double effect principle” discusses
some misconceptions regarding the principle and in particular: (a) how flexibility in applying the principle of
the double effect shows up its non-applicability; and (b) how rigid attempts in applying the principle renders
it meaningless. The principle is discussed in relation to a specific case of abortion.”
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“In this paper, the principle of double effect is compared with two other methods to solve vital conflicts in
cases of necessity, i.e., situations in which the life of a person can only be saved by an action that causes the
death of another. After determining some key concepts, the consequentialist method of moral reasoning is
analyzed, and it is shown why it should be rejected by a legal system that recognizes the inviolable dignity of
the human person and the absolute rights founded on it. Next the doctrine that gives importance to the
distinction between action and omission is examined. The author shows that this doctrine, although it has
been subscribed to by some philosophers and jurists, attributes an unjustified moral relevance to physical
causality. Finally, an argument is presented to demonstrate that the principle of double effect is the correct
doctrine by which resolve vital conflicts in cases of necessity.”
“Thomas has been criticized by Alan Donagan (and others) for his use of the principle of double effect (PDE)
in justifying defensive homicide. I claim that Donagan misunderstands Thomas’s use of the PDE. I then
present what I believe to be a radical reinterpretation of what Thomas is trying to do with the PDE: the PDE
is not meant to permit indirect harm to goods that, because of their moral value, we may never harm
directly; rather, Thomas uses the PDE because he thinks that acting from a certain attitude is wrong even
when the consequences of the action are good for the moral values it affects. Thomas believes that persons
lacking authorization to kill for the state are capable of killing with a proper attitude toward their victim
only if they kill unintentionally. Thomas permits public officials, who have a duty to enforce the law, to kill
(some sinners) intentionally, something he could not do if he held life itself to be inviolable. I agree with
Donagan that Thomas does misuse the PDE in relation to (most kinds of) personal self-defense. But I argue
that this does not entail that the PDE is irrelevant to the justification of other kinds of homicide. As Thomas
intends it, the PDE may still be relevant to the justification of some kinds of defensive homicide, and maybe
(indirectly) to the justification of killing in war.”
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“The doctrine of double effect, together with other moral principles that appeal to the intentions of moral
agents, has come under attack from many directions in recent years, as have a variety of rationales that
have been given in favor of it. In this paper, our aim is to develop, defend, and provide a new theoretical
rationale for a secular version of the doctrine. Following Quinn (1989), we distinguish between Harmful
Direct Agency and Harmful Indirect Agency. We propose the following version of the doctrine: that in cases
in which harm must come to some in order to achieve a good (and is the least costly of possible harms
necessary), the agent foresees the harm, and all other things are equal, a stronger case is needed to justify
Harmful Direct Agency than to justify Harmful Indirect Agency. We distinguish between two Kantian
rationales that might be given for the doctrine, a “dependent right” rationale, defended by Quinn, and an
“independent right” rationale, which we defend. We argue that the doctrine and the “independent right”
rationale for it are not vulnerable to counterexamples or counterproposals, and conclude by drawing implications for the larger debate over whether agents' intentions are in any way relevant to permissibility and
obligation.”
“In this paper, we defend the general thesis that intentions are relevant not only to moral permissibility and
impermissibility, but also to criminal wrongdoing, as well as a speciﬁc version of the Doctrine of Double
Effect that we believe can help solve some challenging puzzles in the criminal law. We begin by answering
some recent arguments that marginalize or eliminate the role of intentions as components of criminal
wrongdoing [e.g., Alexander and Ferzan (Crime and culpability: a theory of criminal law. Cambridge
University Press, New York, 2009), Chiao (Crim Law Philos 4:37–55, 2010), Walen (Crim Law Philos 3:71–78,
2009)]. We then turn to some inﬂuential theories that articulate a direct role for intentions [e.g., Duff
(Answering for crime: responsibility and liability in the criminal law. Hart Publishing, Portland, 2007), Husak
(Crim Law Philos 3:51–70, 2009)]. While we endorse the commitment to such a role for intentions, we
believe that extant theories have not yet been able to adequately address certain objections or solve certain
puzzles, such as that some attempt convictions require criminal intent when the crime attempted, if
successful, requires only foresight, and that some intended harms appear to be no more serious than nonintended ones of the same magnitude, for example. Drawing on a variety of resources, including the speciﬁc
version of the Doctrine of Double Effect we have developed in recent published work, we present solutions
to these puzzles, which in turn provide mutual support for our general approach to the role of intentions
and for thinking that using others as means is itself a special kind of wrongdoing.“
“Whether one should accept a principle like the Doctrine of Double Effect (DDE), cannot be settled
independent of one’s more general moral theory. In this, I take it, I agree with Professor Boyle, though I do
not think he has shown that DDE has a role only in his particular form of absolutism. Still, since his theory
does require DDE, an important question is what the alternatives are – whether we must choose between
this absolutism and either utilitarianism or intuitionism. A form of contractualism, the requirements of
which derive to a large extent from institutionally or conventionally established rights, is sketched here as
an attractive alternative. It does not lead, so far as I can see, to DDE.”
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“My concern in this paper is a distinction most commonly associated with the Doctrine of the Double Effect
(DDE). My concern is not with the origins or the interpretation of DDE. Rather, it is simply with the thesis
that a particular distinction is morally relevant: the distinction between bringing about an intended bad
effect as a means to a good effect and bringing about a foreseen but unintended bad effect in the course of
bringing about a good effect. Following Jonathan Bennett. I call this “the means principle”. I argue that the
means principle, when employed in moral reasoning about such issues as euthanasia or acceptable conduct
in wartime, leads to morally repulsive conclusions and, thus, should be rejected.”
“In a familiar moral dilemma faced by physicians who care for the dying, some patients who are within days
or hours of death may experience suffering in a degree that cannot be relieved by ordinary levels of
analgesia. In such cases, it may sometimes be possible to honor a competent patient’s request for pain relief
only by giving an injection of narcotics in a dosage so large that the patient’s death is thereby hastened.
Doctors rightly worry that taking an action likely to result in a patient’s death may violate the Hippocratic
injunction against the direct killing of anyone in their care. Yet palliation of the sort where death is a
foreseeable outcome is commonly thought justified by the standard Doctrine of Double Effect, which holds
that an action with both good and bad effects may nevertheless be morally justified, provided that only the
good effect is intended and the bad effect merely foreseen, and provided that the action itself is morally
permissible, that the bad results are not a means to the good end, and that the good achieved thereby is
great enough to outweigh the bad.
We shall argue that the plausible moral intuition underlying that Doctrine – that an action may be justified
when its intended good result outweighs its foreseen but unintended harm – is supported by cases of a
certain sort. But in other, equally compelling cases, the Doctrine fails to show that agents are exempt from
blame for foreseen, adverse, direct results of their actions, whether or not they have intended them. This
raises a paradox for the attempt to justify palliation-with-foreseeable-death, which neither the standard
Doctrine nor a consequentialist alternative can solve. Yet a different view, sensitive to a disanalogy among
different situations of moral dilemma, would account for the justification of actions in those cases where
common intuitions seem to require it, but also show that the case of palliation with foreseeable death is
after all not among them. It will emerge that whether or not the physician’s action in that case is justifiable
under some moral principle, it is not justified by the Doctrine of Double Effect.”
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“The proportionalist position on the revision of the principle of double effect is now an important feature of
moral discourse in contemporary Roman Catholic theological discussion. While its claim to being rooted in
the work of Saint Thomas Aquinas is defensible, its view on the universal applicability of proportionate
reasoning for determining the moral rightness or wrongness of actions is not without problems in some key
areas, such as the distinction between direct and indirect consequences of an action. Indeed,
proportionalists often argue in manners that would suggest that they have discarded this distinction
outright. Such as a result, it is argued, would be a grave error for Christian ethics.”
“James Walsh and Moira McQueen accurately conclude that the early delivery of anencephalic fetuses is
morally acceptable, but the reasoning they use to reach that conclusion is flawed. First, the principle of
double effect does not require a weighing of good and evil, but rather seeks a sufficient reason for
tolerating the physical evil indirectly intended. Second, the principle of double effect requires a clear
distinction between physical and moral causality. Third, the Catholic moral tradition will not admit direct
and intended killing of the innocent. Rather, early delivery of anencephalic fetuses is permissible because of
the pathology associated with delivery of anencephalic fetuses at full term. Thus, the early delivery of an
anencephalic infant is acceptable if the purpose of the moral act is avoiding a pathological condition on the
part of the mother.”
“The DDE yields counterintuitive verdicts about certain cases: it may deem it permissible to kill a certain
number of people when they are not used as means and their death is not intended, but deny that killing
fewer of these people is permissible if that requires intending their death, or using them as means. To
accommodate the judgement that we may kill the lesser number in such cases, supporters of the DDE may
appeal to Frances Kamm’s Principle of Secondary Permissibility (PSP). The principle says, roughly, that if it is
permissible to kill n people when not intending their death, or using them as means, then it is permissible to
kill n −m people in a way that does involve intending their deaths, or using them as means, as ‘secondarily
permissible’ (where m > 0). In this article I argue that appealing to the PSP to solve the puzzling cases of the
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DDE is generally misleading and that it fails in particular cases. The crux of my argument is that the PSP
allows killings that go against the grain of the DDE.”
“Typically, in cases where an agent’s actions produce foreseen harmful consequences, we morally
discriminate in favor of scenarios in which those consequences are unintended. This intuitive distinction
plays a particularly important role in our moral assessment of military strategies, especially when innocent
bystanders may be involved. However, the analysis of the general principles governing such pre-theoretical
inclinations must inevitably confront difficult and obstinate philosophical problems. As has often been
pointed out, the criteria proposed by the traditional view on this issue, the so-called Doctrine of Double
Effect, are dependent upon the description of the agent’s intentional profile in an intuitively inadmissible
way. As a solution to the Doctrine’s shortcomings, contemporary philosophers have proposed analyses in
which the notion of harmful involvement plays a central role. The main thesis of this paper is that appeals to
harmful involvement do not provide the desired solution. Given the pervasive role played by the assessment
of an agent's intentions in our moral evaluation of the use of military force in particular situations, the
philosophical puzzles raised in this paper bring to the foreground a set of correlated problems of
unequivocal relevance for the discipline of military ethics.”
“As media reports have made widely known, in November 2009, the ethics committee of St. Joseph’s
Hospital in Phoenix, Arizona, permitted the abortion of an eleven-week-old fetus in order to save the life of
its mother. This woman was suffering from acute pulmonary hypertension, which her doctors judged would
prove fatal for both her and her previable child. The ethics committee believed abortion to be permitted in
this case under the so-called principle of double effect, but Thomas J. Olmsted, the bishop of Phoenix,
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disagreed with the committee and pronounced its chair, Sister Margaret McBride, excommunicated latae
sententiae, “by the very commission of the act.” In this article, I take the much discussed Phoenix case as an
occasion to subject the principle of double effect to another round of philosophical scrutiny. In particular, I
examine the third condition of the principle in its textbook formulation, namely, that the evil effect in
question may not be the means to the good effect. My argument, in brief, is that the textbook formulation
of the principle does not withstand philosophical scrutiny. Nevertheless, in the end, I do not claim that we
should then “do away” with the principle altogether. Instead, we do well to understand it within the context
of casuistry, the tradition of moral reasoning from which it issued.”
“A version of the doctrine of double effect is defined and defended. As defined in light of objections by Hart
and Bennett, it rules not merely against choices in which harm or something close to harm is directly
intended, but against any choice involving a direct intention to affect someone where that will, intentionally
or “un”intentionally, bring harm. The doctrine is defended along vaguely Kantian lines: choices that the
doctrine rules against are harder to justify because they involve not only harm but a distinctive, if difficult to
characterize, morally offensive presumption that the victim is available for one’s purposes.”
“In this paper, I argue that the doctrine of double effect is disposed toward abuse. I try to identify two
distinct sources of abuse of double effect: the conditions associated with standard formulations of double
effect and the difficulty of fully understanding one’s own intentions in action. Both of these sources of
abuse are exacerbated in complex circumstances, where double effect is most often employed. I raise this
concern about abuse not as a criticism of double effect but rather as a problem that defenders should
observe and try to prevent. I go on to suggest certain methods for avoiding the abuse of double effect such
as hesitating to use it, applying it only with other agents, and selectively and carefully propagating it.”
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“Through an examination of the writings of Augustine, Aquinas, Suarez, Grotius, Gentili, and Bynkershoek,
the author traces the historical formation and subsequent degeneration of the virtue of charity in the justwar tradition. This history is then employed to show that two of the leading contemporary defenses of
nuclear deterrence from within just-war thought, those of Paul Ramsey and John Langan, rely fatally upon a
flawed rendering of the principle of double effect. When the historically legitimate and philosophically
cogent version of the principle is restored, these moral defenses collapse.”
“The Doctrine of Double Effect has been defended not only as a test of character but also as a criterion of
wrongness for action. This paper criticises one attempt to justify the doctrine in the latter capacity. The
justification, first proposed by Warren Quinn, traces the wrongness of intending harm as a means to the
objectionable features of certain reasons for making this our intention. As I argue, however, some of the
actions which seem to us to be permissible, and whose permissibility the DDE is supposed to explain, can be
performed for these objectionable reasons. Since the proposed justification implies that any action is wrong
when performed for these reasons, it renders the DDE incapable of accommodating the very intuitions
about action which its proponents would have it explain.”
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“The ‘doctrine of double effect’ claims that it is in some sense morally less problematic to bring about a
negatively evaluated state of affairs as a ‘side effect’ of one’s pursuit of another, morally unobjectionable
aim than it is to bring it about in order to achieve that aim. In a first step, this chapter discusses the
descriptive difference on which the claim is built. That difference is shown to derive from the attitudinal
distinction between intention and ‘acceptance’, a distinction that is in turn claimed to ground in a feature of
the decisions that generate the attitudes in question. The resulting analysis is then plugged into two
different normative principles that may each be thought to specify the intuitions behind the doctrine of
double effect, but which have frequently been conflated. The first concerns the permissibility of bringing
about the merely accepted state of affairs, the second its reduced attributability. It is argued that
examination of the intuitions behind the two principles supports neither version of the doctrine. Rather, the
intuitions are best captured in an attribution principle based on subjective probabilities and a principle of
attitude evaluation, neither of which make explicit reference to the attitude of intending.”
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